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I'm one of those people who gets asked "Do you work here" a lot. I used to think it was because I had what I like to call 
"the open face of reference" but lately I think it's because people can TELL that I like to help, and am passably good at it. 
The question asking/answering thing is in my blood for good or bad and I have a job where I get to do a lot of it and 
manage still more of it. This talk is about that job.



I am not 
really a 

librarian.

or am I?

First off, I have an MLib from UW and I've done various library jobs, but really my main love is working with computers and this is not 
enough for a library job in Northern New England, so I do a lot of technology instruction. I live in Randolph VT, I mostly work at the 
vocational high school staffing a drop-in time and teaching adult ed classes at night. I teach someone to use a mouse once or twice a 
month. It's a balance, if I lived someplace more urban, I'd have lots of computer/library work. I help out at Open Library (which I'll talk 
about later)



MetaFilter

Since 2004 I've also had one of those online jobs people covet so much. I am the Director of Operations for a group blog called 
MetaFilter.com It’s a big group blog where people share neat stuff they found on the web. Think something like LISNews or maybe 
BoingBoing that anyone can post to. We have more registered users than live in any one city in Vermont, about 62K.  Ask MetaFilter is the 
part of the site where I spend the most times. It's a "Q&A site" like ones you may have heard of: Yahoo Answers, Quora, Askville.  
259,833 questions asked since the site opened in December 2003. About 2K questions a month.
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We have a lot of "viewers" too, or lurkers. That is, unlogged in users who find us through Google. Here's a month's 
worth of visits. 8 million unique visitors looking at about 18 million pages. And in case you were wondering 
Google's ad sense provides almost all of our income. Enough to support five full-timers and three part timers.



AskMe by the numbers

have 
asked a 
question

have not 
asked a 
question

70%

We have data. Numbers galore. We make all of our non-personal data available via a tool called the InfoDumpster, sort of 
an API but not really. We have also extracted the text from the site into a nearly 500 million word corpus. Want to do 
research? We'll help you out. 200 million words of Q&A. Here's a few numbers to start: of the 30,849 people who have 
used the AskMe part of the site, 21,487 have asked a question.



Sample question

Here's what "asking a question" entails. I know what people say a lot "But yeah look at Yahoo answers, those 
answers are terrible" and I agree it's hit or miss. But here's a good example. Note this question was asked at 12:48 
am (my time) on a Saturday night and answered correctly at 1:22. Here are some of the features we've built over 
the years: tags, rss feeds, best answers, comment by the "OP", favorites, social sharing. And since we use a blog 
format, the q&a aspect is iterative. Questioners can take the answers they get an add more information. We try to 
keep this from getting too chatty.
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AskMe by the numbers

have 
answered 
a question

95%

Here's one that's even more interesting, to me. Out of these same people,29,247 have 
answered a question. 95%



Find questions you want

1.categories

2.tags

3.suggestions

MyAsk is a feature where people can enter a few categories and it will deliver a custom view 
of the questions so you can see what interests you, and get an RSS feed if you want. 
Discovery layer stuff.



Find questions that need you

We also have a few “special” tags like the stumped tag and the resolved tag if you’re someone 
that just likes answering toughies, or if you want the feed of things that all turned out okay. 
ten questions were marked “stumped” in 2013.
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My "social" work

(this is my profile page) As an aside: We're sort of a social network in that people can "friend" each other and there's a heavy meetup component to 
what we do, so much so that we launched a part of the site called IRL helping people plan over 100 meetups per month. This is my profile page, it 
links to my profiles on other social networks, shows who I am linked to. I've met over 800 users of the site. Not much as a percentage, but not bad. 
My feeling about social technology is that if it's not helping you do something in your "real life" [if you'll excuse my slang: "get laid or get paid" as 
the kids today say] it's maybe not solving a problem for you. It's easy to hide from the offline world in the online world. I think about this a lot.

A lot of what keeps people coming to the site is the reputation they’ve established.  All this Q&A is categorized, tagged and archived. I've answered 
about 8800 questions (actually fewer because I'm also the mod so some of those numbers are "stop hollering at each other" comments) and you 
can click through and see all of my answers. I'd love it if my library could do that. Here’s a quick look at the categories. 
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Gamification

And we have a gamification aspect. Favorites and best answers. We try to downplay these, but they’re like the food 
pellets that keep the site going, keep interest high and allow positive feedback in a limited way. 4,118,190 
favorites given in AskMe. The thing that amazes me the most is how all these people do all this work for free. 
96,717 questions have at least one best answer. 257,376 best answers have been given overall. 
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We set up our categories when we set up the site in 2004 [with the help of an information architect you might 
have heard of: Jesse James Garrett] and they've stayed more or less the same the whole time. I think we added 
fitness to the health category. You can tell you’re doing categories okay if the “grab bag” one isn’t overflowing.



My toolbox

So that's great, a big question archive. But that's not really what I *do*. I check in via a web interface and answer emails, fix people's 
comments, chime in on policy issues with my co-moderators and occasionally time people out or ban them. The place is really part 
Craigslist and part Yahoo answers. Our main admin page has a lot of searching tools and a few other things. We call the place “self-
policing” and there are a few ways that works. People can flag things that break the guidelines and there’s a whole part of the site 
dedicated to policy issues.



AskMe by the numbers
questions 
deleted

98.7%

We don't have a lot of tools. It's basically delete a thing, leave a note, write an email to someone, time someone 
out, ban them. 

In MetaFilter proper we mostly just don't let people use racial slurs, make rape jokes or "out" each other. We 
disallow misgendering and "ironic" racist and sexist comments. In AskMe the moderation is a little heavier. We 
occasionally delete questions for being chatty, hypotheticals, non-questions, rants disguised as questions, 
revenge questions, illegal questions and questions about suicide.



AskMe by the numbers
comments 

deleted

98.3%

The number of comments deleted is similar 64,795 out of 3,775,536. You can get your answer deleted for not 
answering the question, for calling someone an asshole, for making a joke, for going after someone [you see this 
a lot in pet and parenting threads] lots of reasons. A little under 2%. We don't do much of it, but enough that 
people notice and enough that that part of the site is called "heavily moderated" 



What's the problem to be solved?

✴ "Does someone feel like I do?"

✴ "Am I correct in this argument I am having?"

✴ "Is there a way out of this mess?"

✴ "Am I being unreasonable?"

✴ "Is this person acting crazy?"

The bulk of the deletions are in the "human relations" category. Human relations questions are often tricky because while they 
seem to be about something, they're often about something else. “How do I get my friends to split the bill evenly” when the 
question is “Are my friends jerks?” 

Astute readers, like good librarians, will often address the hidden questions which is good news or bad news depending. No one 
wants the answer to "Am I being unreasonable?" to be "yes" but sometimes... people are being unreasonable... in their 
relationships, at their jobs, with their bowling league. Often it’s as simple as them saying something like “therapy is not an 
option” when maybe that’s what they need. We try to keep people being concrete. Here are a few favorites....



Management

redacted

the punchclock

the water cooler

I don't deal with the money issues as part of my job which is a blessing (google ads). But I do 
have a staff of five moderators, the site owner and the site programmer to manage/interact 
with. We're in five time zones (midnightmod is in london and fills in sometimes) and cover 
the site 24/7. We answer all email and deal with all flags within 15 minutes. Those are the 
promised metrics and since we all share an email list, it's pretty easy to know if people are on 
top of it or not.



Questions are professional

Sometimes questions are more like reference questions. And sometimes they're answered by 
reference librarians. The guy who answered here, Ron Coleman, is the librarian at the Holocaust 
museum in Washington DC. See the little book by his name, I'll get back to that.



and personal...

Sometimes questions are super personal. We have a capacity for asking "anonymous" questions. People 
can email the mods with follow-up responses. The questions are anonymous even in the database, 
though we can figure out who asked them if there is a real problem. This question is a classic anon 
question [explain story]



Not surprisingly, we have a lot of librarians that interact there. Thanks to a script that works in conjunction with Firefox and 
Greasemonkey, you can tell who they are when you browse the site. This is a real "outside the box" sort of thing and it makes me happy 
to see so many librarians, over 230 librarians, library workers and library students. If you're interested, drop me an email, I'm always 
trying to sneak more librarians in. Free accounts to librarians. You have to put up with a lot of internet people, they're usually not any 
worse than your standard patron, but they have their own quirks.
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And there’s a posse. As I said earlier I’m interested in the conversion factor. People make assemblages of our 
questions and put them on the wiki. We have a wiki where people create Frequently Asked of MetaFilter lists. 
Here's a page from the wiki that shows off questions about what to read. It has a thousand booklists. One 
thousand. Booklists. I am not one of those people like Library Thing or the Internet Archive who is all “Hey we’re 
just as good as a library with no books!” but there are some aspects to what we do that are similar.



Some real statistics
✴ 60/40% women/men

✴ 55% are 18-55 years old (avg = 31)

✴ 90% visit once a day or more

✴ 21% “bloggers”

✴ 38% own cats

[federated media and user survey data here] 



Some overgeneralizations
✴ Social anxiety

✴ Nerdy/High IQ

✴ Overthinkers

✴ Rule followers or benders

✴ Witty/Verbal

One of my favorite classes in library school was services to special populations and I put “internet people” into a 
special population category. Here are a few differences that I've observed.  These are some of the things we deal 
with doing online Q&A. Many of these attributes are real good news/bad news situations. If you have a question 
about Ativan, we’re great. A question about opera, maybe. A question about owning a fast food franchise, maybe 
not so much, but you might be surprised



Deflecting energy

I find that unlike the traditional reference desk, I spend a lot of time telling people not to be angry, or 
not to let their feelings get hurt. I spend a lot of time teaching people how to ask a good question, or 
talking to them about why their question maybe didn’t go so well. I think a lot of us have a certain 
“What makes a good question” sense after years of doing reference, but it’s rarer, I think, that we get 
to 
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I am confident and comfortable that the world is not going to run out of questions and I’m 
tickled that there are so many ways to connect people and questions and answers and 
people. Thanks.




